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Introduction

AirSense Technology Ltd have used the latest object-orientated programming technologies to 
create the SenseNET system resulting in a fast, reliable and easy to use program that has 
many innovative technologies integrated into its core.

SenseNET is a Windows based program that provides central management and monitoring of 
up to 127 detectors on a fault tolerant communications loop with extensive error checking and 
correction for the utmost in reliability.

SenseNET seamlessly integrates with the Stratos range of detectors and allows for future 
developments in detection technology.

• View ClassiFire™ artificial intelligence in action.

• Streamline configuration by managing all SenseNET devices centrally.

• Display maps and specific instructions on alarms or faults.

• Get real-time indication of alarm or spoken instructions with definable sound files.

• SiteAudit™ logs all events to disk in real time.

• SiteScan™ automatically detects all attached devices for rapid site configuration.

• SitePage™ technology sends alerts to a pager or compatible GSM mobile phones 
(additional hardware required).

• SiteMail™ sends email alert messages as they occur.

• Get full system status or historical information at any time.

• Print events as they occur on a line printer.

• Confirm correct device operation with full diagnostics.

• Contact Monitors interface other manufacturers equipment to SenseNET.

• Four password-protected levels of access limit access to system settings.

Hardware required

• Each Stratos-HSSD or Stratos-Quadra needs an interface called a Digital Output Module 
(DOM) to connect it to the SenseNET RS485 bus.

• Stratos-HSSD 2 detectors already have a SenseNET interface built in. 

• The PC running the SenseNET software needs to be connected to the command module 
on the detector loop or though a PC interface. 

• A Hayes compatible modem and dedicated line is required for sending messages to a 
pager.
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System Overview

SenseNET is a Windows based program that provides central management and monitoring of 
up to 127 detectors on a fault tolerant communications loop with extensive error checking and 
correction for the utmost in reliability. For larger sites multiple loops, with up to 127 detectors 
on each loop, can be used.

Maps and warning sounds, including spoken messages, may be set for each detector 
and detectors may be grouped together in zones with an associated zone map, allowing 
Alarms or Faults to be quickly and easily located.

The  latest  object-orientated  programming  technologies  have  been  used  to  create  the 
SenseNET  system  resulting  in  a  fast,  reliable  and  easy  to  use  program  that  has  many 
innovative technologies integrated into its core.

Detector-to-detector communication uses RS485, which allows a cable length of up to 1.2km 
to be used. In addition, the new Stratos-HSSD 2 detector has a repeater that allows a cable 
length of 1.2km between each detector for virtually unlimited network size. This repeater is an 
innovative design that adds negligible delay to the RS485 signal, unlike conventional RS485 
repeaters which will often delay the signal by one byte (character) time at each repeater and 
limit the number of times the signal may be boosted.

Connection of the PC running SenseNET to the detectors can be either through a standard 
RS232 to RS485 converter called a PC Interface or, if full fault tolerance is required, through a 
device known as the Command Module. This device monitors the looped communications bus 
and signals any loop short or break. 

Connection of PC via a PC Interface

Any fault on the loop can be isolated by the Command Module to the loop segment that the 
problem actually occurs on and this will be displayed on SenseNET. The Command Module 
also gives common Alarm and Fault  notification for all  detectors on the loop so that relay 
outputs on the Command Module can be connected directly to the Fire Panel if desired.
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Connection of PC via a Command Module

Other  monitoring  devices,  such  as  a  Building  Management  System  (BMS)  connect  to  a 
second RS232 port on the Command Module. Current BMS protocols supported are BACnet 
ptp and ASCII output.

Monitoring of third party detectors through SenseNET is be done using the Contact Monitor. 
This interface allows four Alarm levels, Fault and two additional inputs. The first large-scale 
installation of SenseNET involved upgrading a semiconductor manufacturer's clean room site 
in Korea by adding Stratos-HSSD detectors to an existing installation of  aspirating smoke 
detectors. The existing aspirating detectors being monitored by one Contact Monitor for each 
detector.

Remote Display Units (RDUs) can be connected at any point on the bus, set to a detector 
address and used to monitor the detector at that address. Alarm, Fault and bargraph levels 
are shown on the front panel of the RDU. RDU's are 19 inch rack mounting units which may 
be stacked into rows of eight at a time on to a rack to give displays of large amounts of 
detectors in a control room.

In normal operation all connected bus devices are monitored by SenseNET any failing device 
will cause the Alarm/Fault Viewer to be displayed which will indicate the device address and 
the nature of the problem. If the PC on which SenseNET is running stops receiving data from 
the  bus,  which  could  happen  if  the  RS232  cable  became  broken  or  disconnected,  then 
'Communications Fail' will be displayed automatically after a set period.
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One of the problems normally associated with management systems of this type is the amount 
of  configuration  needed to  set  up  the  detectors  and other  bus  devices  so  that  they are 
recognised by the software. SenseNET has an auto-discover mode called SiteScan™ that 
finds  all  connected  bus  devices  and  reads  their  configuration  settings  (which  includes 
information as to the device type) into SenseNET, ready for use. 

For a simple installation this 
may be all that is required to 
set  up  a  site  and  the  site 
editor,  shown  right,  has  a 
simplified  mode  that  allows 
only  these  functions  to 
minimise complexity.

If  more  detailed  set-up  is 
required  selecting  the 
'More>>'  button  will  cause 
the  advanced  functions 
become available. Maps may 
then be set for  each device 
and devices may be grouped 
together  in  zones  with  an 
associated zone map.

One  of  the  important 
features  of  SenseNET  is 
that  specific  text  and/or 
sound  files  (which  may 
include  spoken  directions) 
can  be  displayed  on 
specific events such as an 
Alarm or Fault. These may 
be unique to each detector. 

The text shown when events occur can also be sent to a pager or compatible GSM phone 
using a modem or via Email if  the PC running SenseNET is connected to a network. This 
allows site personnel to react quickly to service requests such as failing standby batteries.
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SenseNET also includes  features  from  the standard  remote  software  supplied with every 
AirSense detector to help commissioning and maintenance.

The detector can be programmed directly from within SenseNET and groups of detectors can 
be simultaneously set as might be required when, for example, synchronising the time and 
date held in all detectors. Typical programming settings set the time and date, change alarm 
levels and control how the detector responds to an alarm threshold being reached.

Event logging on SenseNET is extremely flexible, generated events are stored in the detectors 
even when the PC is powered off or SenseNET is not running. An event log may be read from 
a detector or group of detectors and a filter applied to the events to show, as an example, all 
alarms or a certain type of fault only, ensuring that only relevant event information is shown. 

Event logs may be saved to disk for  later recall  or printed at any time. In addition to the 
storage of events in a detector, SenseNET stores all events to a log file on disk as they occur. 
The size of this log file is only limited by hard disk space. Also stored in this log are all user 
inputs that change the state of SenseNET such as changes in access levels or device resets.

All AirSense detectors have extensive built in diagnostic tests to verify the correct operation of 
the various sections of the unit and these tests may be performed from within SenseNET. All 
detectors diagnostics statuses are listed in the diagnostics viewer screen and the results may 
be printed out for reference purposes.
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Nuisance  alarms,  alarms  being  signalled  because  the  detector  is  over-sensitive  for  its 
environment,  can  often  occur  with  high  sensitivity  aspirating  detectors  that  have  fixed, 
absolutely scaled alarm thresholds. ClassiFire™ is a patented feature, unique to AirSense 
detectors, that enables the detector to continually learn and adjust to its environment, setting 
its alarm levels appropriately to get the optimum level of protection without nuisance alarms. 
SenseNET has a real-time ClassiFire Viewer screen that demonstrates how the detector is 
continuously setting its alarm levels and scaling its smoke density bargraph.

The histogram above shows a detector working in a stable environment, resulting in a narrow 
distribution of histogram classes. The numerals on the bargraph are not displayed on the 
viewer due to the small size of the bargraph segments (shown above the vertical histogram 
bars).
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Hardware configuration 

Digital output module (DOM)

The DOM module connects to the Master Stratos-HSSD® detector (or Stratos-Quadra®) 9-pin 
serial ports RS232 connector on the terminal board. The flying lead plugs into connector CN25 
on the terminal board. This connector supplys power and should only be connected when the 
detector is powered off.

Function 64 sets the detector address on the loop. No further set-up is required on the DOM 
module.

Note: to use A Stratos-HSSD or Stratos-Quadra with a DOM version  ‘N’ software must be fitted  
to the detector to enable it to communicate using the correct bus protocol.
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Remote  Display  Unit  (RDU)  - 
main board

The address switch on the RDU should be 
set  to the same address as the  Stratos-
HSSD®  or Stratos-Quadra® whose display 
is to be repeated.

Because the RDU only monitors  multiple 
RDU's can be set up to display the status 
of one detector.

If no bus master or PC is to be used on the 
system  then  set  switch  8  on  to  get  the 
RDU to poll the detector. If multiple RDU's 
are used only one RDU must be set to poll.

The RDU requires a 24 VDC power supply 
and is designed to be fitted into a 3u 19-
inch rack frame.

Remote  Display  Unit  -  relay 
board

The optional relay board provides separate 
relay outputs for all alarm levels from each 
Stratos-HSSD® detector driving a particular 
RDU.
Once the relay board is connected to the 
RDU  (which  must  be  powered  off  first) 
operation is completely automatic.

Relay contacts are provided for each alarm 
level  plus  a  normally energised  common 
fault relay. 

Using an RDU to show common detector status

Setting an RDU to address 0 will configure it to display the common alarm and fault status for 
all  detectors.  No bargraph indication will  be shown when the RDU is  set  to the common 
address.

If a relay board is fitted to an RDU set to address 0 then the relays will indicate common alarm 
and fault relays for all detectors.

This  signal  is  sent  from  the  command  module  and  is  only  available  when  a  hardware 
command module is used.
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SenseNET RS485 Cable type

The SenseNET data cable should be 120Ω screened twisted pair such as Belden 9841 24 
AWG. The total length of cable interconnecting a SenseNET system should not exceed 1.2 
kilometres. A repeater unit is available if a longer cable run is unavoidable. 

Power supplies

The PC interface has its own internal power supply, which provides 24 Volts DC for the unit. If 
complete  Uninterruptable  operation is  required then the PC and SenseNET PC Interface 
should be powered from an Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS). 

The power requirement for the RDU is 40mA max at 24 Volts.
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Address table

Address 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

10 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
11 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
13 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
14 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
15 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
17 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
18 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
19 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
20 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
21 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
22 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
23 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
24 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
25 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
26 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
27 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
28 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
29 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
30 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
31 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
32 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
33 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
34 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
35 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
36 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
37 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
38 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
39 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
40 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
41 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
42 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
43 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
44 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
45 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
46 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
47 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
48 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
49 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
50 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
51 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
52 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
53 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
54 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
55 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
56 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
57 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
58 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
59 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
60 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
61 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
62 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
63 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

64 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
65 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
66 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
67 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
68 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
69 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
70 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
71 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
72 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
73 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
74 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
75 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
76 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
77 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
78 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
79 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
80 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
81 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
82 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
83 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
84 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
85 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
86 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
87 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
88 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
89 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
90 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
91 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
92 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
93 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
94 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
95 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
96 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
97 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
98 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
99 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
100 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
101 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
102 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
103 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
104 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
105 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
106 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
107 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
108 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
109 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
110 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
111 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
112 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
113 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
114 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
115 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
116 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
117 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
118 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
119 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
120 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
121 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
122 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
123 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
124 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
125 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
126 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
127 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
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Commissioning guide

The SenseNET system uses multiple hardware and software layers and installation is greatly 
simplified by installing one layer at a time from the bottom layer up. The architecture layers of 
a SenseNET system are illustrated below.

Top layer               RDU                         RDU                        PC
                                                                                            Interface

Middle layer                                             DOM                        DOM

Lower layer
     Stratos- Stratos-      Stratos-            Stratos-
     HSSD 2       HSSD 1     Quadra Micra

Lower layer - Detector

The  detector  must  be  installed  following the  Installers  Handbook  guidelines,  the  detector 
address must be set and there must be no faults indicated before proceeding to the next layer 
of system set-up. Faults at this stage, especially detector faults through invalid addressing 
may stop the higher layers working correctly.

Middle layer - SenseNET Digital Output Module (DOM)

The Digital Output Module must be installed when using a Stratos-HSSD or Stratos-Quadra 
detector. Stratos-HSSD 2 and Stratos-Micra detectors do not need a DOM interface as it is 
built in.

Top layer - Remote Display Units and SenseNET PC Interface 

Remote Display Units must have their address switches set to the same value as the detector 
whose display you wish to repeat.

Where SenseNET is used on a PC then the software must be installed on to the PC to be 
used for monitoring the system. See the next section for details of PC software installation.
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Installing SenseNET onto the PC:

1. Start Windows, and stop all other programs.

2. Attach the HASP security device to the PC's printer port.

3. Insert  the  SenseNET CD.  The  program  will  automatically execute.  If  it  does  not  run 
SETUP.EXE on the installation disk.

4. A prompt will be displayed for the user details and install directory (the default directory is 
\SenseNET). Select 'OK' when the details are correct.

5. If SenseNET is already installed then a prompt will be displayed asking to overwrite the 
directory. Answering 'Yes' will upgrade SenseNET to the version on the install disk.

6. The default language will be prompted for. Select the required language and press 'Ok'.

7. SenseNET will be installed and added to the menus.

8. The HASP setup program will now run to install the HASP device driver.

PC installation troubleshooting

If any problems are encountered installing the HASP driver during SenseNET installation then 
it may be manually installed using the command line HINSTALL utility. Start Windows in safe 
mode and type:

HINSTALL -i

this will install the correct driver for the version of Windows installed.

If problems are encountered once the driver is installed and SenseNET does not recognise 
the HASP key this may be due to the printer port setup in the BIOS. Reboot the PC and enter 
the BIOS setup. Set the parallel port to 'standard', save the configuration and exit.
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Setting up SenseNET for the site

SenseNET has been designed to make configuration as quick and easy as possible. The 
following steps will create a new site that reflects the hardware set-up.

1. To set up SenseNET for the site, all detectors must  be attached to the bus and each 
detector must have a unique address.

2. Select 'File/New' to create a new site and provide a descriptive file name for the site when 
prompted.

3. SenseNET will prompt the user to ensure all detectors are powered up. Select 'Yes' to 
continue when ready.

4. The bus will be scanned for all detectors and their current function settings will be saved 
to disk.   This process may take several minutes but has only to be done once.  Note:  
Detector addresses to not need to be contiguous i.e. there can be gaps in the address  
range.

5. The site editor will be displayed. If no site maps or actions are required then the set-up is 
complete and proceed to step 7.

6. Detector maps, alarm/fault actions and zones can now be set using the site editor. See 
‘Site editor’ for more information about site configuration.

7. Close  the  site  editor.  The  bargraph  displays  will  be  updated  to  show  the  new  site 
configuration.

The new site will now automatically be loaded each time SenseNET is started.
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File menu

Use the File menu to load and save files and exit the SenseNET.

New site

After selecting this item the user is prompted for a file name and all of the devices on the loop 
are then scanned and entered into the site configuration file, along with their current function 
settings.

Open

A dialogue box prompting for a filename is displayed. Selecting a chart recording or typing it's 
filename in will cause it to be loaded from disk. The title bar is changed to display the name of 
the file currently being displayed.

Save function settings

Saves the function settings of all loop devices to disk.

Restore function settings

Restores the function settings of all loop devices from a previously saved set on disk.

Print

Prints the entire SenseNET event log to the event log printer.

Exit

Exits from SenseNET back to Windows. If the current chart recording has not been saved a 
dialogue box is brought up asking whether the file should be saved before exiting.
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Options menu

Use the Options  menu  to  set  passwords,  communication  settings,  PC command 
module settings, set up alarm/fault reporting or set the current language.

 All  of  the  options  set  in  this  menu are  saved onto  disk  so  that  the  SenseNET 
'remembers' your preferences.

Device settings

Sets the function settings of any device.

PC command module

The PC can be configured as a command module in full control of the bus when used with a 
PC Interface. This is not a fully fault tolerant configuration as the bus can only be looped when 
a Command Module is used.

Site configuration

Selecting this item displays the site configuration editor. See ‘Site editor’ for more information.

Communication settings

This  menu  brings  up  the  communication  settings  dialog  box.  See  ‘Setting  up  the 
communications’ for more information on communication settings.
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Email settings

SenseNET can automatically send an Email message when an alarm for fault occurs. If this 
facility is not available, for instance if the Email subsystem is not installed, then this entry is 
greyed out as shown here.

Pager settings

SenseNET can automatically send an Pager message when an alarm for fault occurs. To use 
this facility a modem must be connected to a second serial port or an internal modem must be 
fitted to the PC. 

Passwords

The passwords for the four different levels of password access are set here.  The four levels 
of  access listed most  restricted to least  restricted are Read only, Operator,  Engineer and 
Administrator. See the section ‘Access levels’ for more information on the facilities allowed at 
each level of access.

Important:  When SenseNET is first  installed passwords are not  set  so typing in a blank 
password will allow access. All of the passwords must be set once SenseNET is installed.

Lock

Disables all access requiring a password until a new valid password is entered.

Global Reset

Resets all devices on the loop.

Log to printer

Every event will be printed out immediately they occur on the system default printer when this 
option is checked. This option works best with printers that can print a line at a time such as 
dot matrix.

Map view

Toggles between the detector display and the site map view. If no site map has been set the 
message ‘map not defined’ is shown.

Language

Displays the language selection dialog box,  which lists  all  currently supported languages. 
Selecting a new language will cause the SenseNET to displays its menus and dialog boxes in 
the selected language.
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On Far Eastern languages the system locale may need to be set up to display the language 
characters correctly. If this is the case follow the instructions below for the Korean language 
setting the desired language.

Windows XP

Select 'Regional and Language Options' in the control panel and select the Advanced tab. 
Ensure that Korean is displayed in the 'Select language for non-Unicode programs'. 

Windows 2000

Select 'Regional options' in the control panel and select 'Set default'. Set the system locale to 
Korean.

Edit menu

Use the edit menu to copy data to the clipboard. This menu is only displayed on the chart 
recorder and histogram viewer screens. 

Copy

Copies the current screen display to the clipboard in Windows Metafile format. Once this has 
been  done  the  screen  can  be  pasted  into  other  applications  such  as  Microsoft  Word  to 
generate reports.

View menu

Use  the  View menu  to  display or  change detector,  power  supply and  command  module 
function settings, run diagnostics, list event logs, view chart recordings and histograms.

Alarms

After selecting this menu item a window is displayed showing all of the current alarms and 
faults being generated by bus devices.
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Bus viewer

Displays the bus viewer activity window. This function is normally used for diagnostic purposes 
only.

Diagnostics

Displays the  diagnostics  window. Any detector  can have diagnostics  run on  it  or  have a 
continuous readout of its detector and flow levels.

Chart recording

Chart  recordings  of  the detector  and alarm levels  can be displayed in  the chart  recorder 
viewer..

Event logs

Displays the event log viewer window.

Histogram viewer

Displays the ClassiFire histogram viewer window. The ClassiFire viewer displays the inner 
working of how ClassiFire is automatically calculating the detector alarm levels.

Front panel

Displays a front panel for this device. The front panel shows the Alarm and Fault LED's and 
also a bargraph display if the device supports it.

Help menu

Use the Help menu get help on using SenseNET.

Contents

This menu item displays the help file. 
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Using Help

Displays the standard Windows help file explaining how to use the help system.

About

Displays the About dialog box which displays program version information and the registered 
users name and company.
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SenseNET.INI

The following text describes the initialisation file for SenseNET named SENSENET.INI. This 
file  is  stored  in  your  Windows  directory  (usually  C:\WINDOWS)  and  contains  all  of  the 
information stored by the SenseNET software between sessions. The following text describes 
all of the entries in this file, along with their purpose.

This information provided is for reference only, entries in SENSENET.INI should not be edited 
directly as this may cause incorrect operation of SenseNET.

Any entries  in  SENSENET.INI  not  shown  here  are  unsupported  and  may  change  or  be 
removed in future versions.

All entries are shown here with their default settings.

[Comm]

Port=1

Communications port to use. In this case COM1.

RxBuff=2000

Size of receive buffer in bytes.

TxBuff=5000

Size of transmit buffer in bytes.

CTSflow=1

Setting this entry to zero disables CTS flow control. CTS flow control must be used with a 
hardware command module.

[Log]

DiskLogging=1

This entry is set to 0 if disk logging has been disabled or 1 if logging has been enabled.

File=EVENT.LOG

Specifies the file name of the event log file.

PrinterLogging=0

This entry is set to 0 if event logging to the system printer has been disabled or 1 if logging has 
been enabled.

[Product]

Language=0

This is where the selected language is stored.
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[Security]

Timeout=30000

This is the security inactivity timeout in milliseconds.

[Site]

Site=DEFAULT.CFG

Filename of the site configuration file currently being used. The detector settings are stored in 
the .dfs file, the power supply settings in the .pfs file and the command module settings in the 
.cfs file of the same name as the site configuration file.

[BusMaster]

BusMaster=0

Setting this entry to 1 sets SenseNET into command module emulation mode. No command 
module is needed. 
Note: this setting is NOT fault tolerant as if the PC stops transmitting to the devices on 
the loop for any reason (for instance due to power outage) this will will stop all bus  
communication. 
For fault tolerance a standalone command module must be used.

FastPoll=0

When this setting is set to 1 the next device poll  is immediately send on reception of the 
response from the preceding poll. This results in the fastest possible scanning but may cause 
comms timeouts on slower PC's.

Timeout=140

This is the time, in milliseconds, that the PC will wait for a response to a Fast Poll.
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Command module

The SenseNET system uses a command module to interrogate the all devices on the bus and 
find out their status. This can be either a hardware command module or a software module in 
the PC running SenseNET.

SenseNET software has the facility to be a command module, enabling SenseNET to run 
without a hardware command module, although this is not a fault tolerant configuration and is 
not recommended for large systems or systems where reliability is of a high importance.

PC command module

Checking this box means that the PC is the master device on the bus. This must only be 
checked if  there  is  no hardware  command module,  otherwise intermittent  communication 
errors may occur.

FastPoll

This setting has no effect unless the PC is the command module. FastPoll may need to be 
unchecked if running on older, slower PC systems. If the SenseNET software is displaying 
intermittent  communications  failures  or  is  not  updating  the  screen  properly then  uncheck 
FastPoll.

Echo responses

When using MSS units to transmit RS485 data over CAT5 wiring this box will need to be 
checked if a remote MSS unit (one not connected to the PC) needs to receive data from 
another remote MSS e.g. if an RDU on remote MSS 1 needs to receive data from a detector 
on remote MSS 2.
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Poll timeout

This is the time, specified in milliseconds, which a device has to respond to a poll from the 
command module. If no response is received for this time then a 'comms failure' message is 
shown for this device on the alarm/fault viewer.

Help

Displays context sensitive help for the command module.

Alarm viewer

This screen is automatically displayed when alarms or faults occur.  In addition to this the 
alarm viewer may be displayed at any time by selecting its button on the toolbar.

Alarm viewer button.

The detector number is displayed along with any information about this event. If defined the 
action text is displayed and the appropriate alert sound is played.

If  SenseNET is  being run minimised and an alarm or fault  occurs then the Alarm viewer 
window will move to top of the displayed windows on screen.

Three devices in total can be seen in in this example screen. Detector 2 is in Pre-Alarm and 
detector 3 has a detector fault.

Device 000 (the Command Module) is currently highlighted so the Silence, Isolate, Reset, 
Zone and Map commands will all apply to this detector.

Silence
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Selecting this button will silence any alarm or fault sounds playing. Alert sounds, if set, will 
sound at approximately six-second intervals until the alarm or fault condition has ceased. If the 
bus device selected has a sounder that will also be silenced.

Isolate

If a detector is currently selected in the viewer window then the Isolate status of the detector 
will be toggled; if it is currently Isolated then it will be de-isolated or if it is currently online then 
it will be Isolated.

Note: not all devices support Isolation from bus commands. For instance contact monitors  
cannot be isolated.

Reset

Resets the currently selected detector.

Zone

Displays the zone map with all detectors that are configured to be in that zone. See ‘Site 
editor’ for information on how to define a zone bitmap.

Map

Displays the detector on a graphical bitmap. The detector bitmap must have been previously 
set in the site configuration editor. See ‘Site editor’ for information on how to define a detector 
bitmap.

Close

Closes the alarm viewer window.

Help

Display context sensitive help for the alarm viewer.

Bargraph display

The bargraph display is generated using the detector information from the site configuration 
editor. Each bargraph has the detector number displayed, along with the detector location text 
if this has been defined.

An example bargraph display is shown below.
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Double clicking on a bargraph will cause the zone map for that detector to be displayed, if 
defined or the detector map.

Right clicking on any bargraph 
will display this popup menu.

Functions such as event log or 
histogram viewer will be 
displayed for the currently 
selected detector.

Reset

Resets  the  currently  selected  detector  only.  A  thick  border  shows  the  currently  selected 
detector.

Isolate

The currently selected detector  is  Isolated.  The  alarm  viewer  will  display the detector  as 
having an Isolate fault.  Note: only AirSense detectors will support this feature. Any detector  
connected to a contact monitor will not support Isolation via the bus.

De-Isolate

Takes the detector out of the Isolated condition.

Front panel

Displays a front panel for the currently selected detector.
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Diagnose

Displays the diagnostics viewer window, allowing diagnostics to be run on any detector on the 
SenseNET bus.

Histogram

Displays a histogram for this detector. Note: only AirSense bus devices with ClassiFire™ will  
support this feature.

Chart recording

Displays a chart recording for the detector. Note: only AirSense detectors support this feature.

Event log

Displays an event log for the detector. Note: only AirSense detectors support this feature.

Detector settings

Displays the detector function programmer.

Map

Displays the detector map for the currently selected detector, if previously set.

Zone

Displays the zone map for the currently selected detector, if previously set.
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Bus viewer

This diagnostic tool can be used to view messages being sent on the bus. The show fast poll 
checkbox can be checked to show the normal polling of detectors.

Bus viewer button.

The bus viewer may be displayed at any time by clicking on the bus viewer button on the 
toolbar.

Save

Allows the saving of all bus messages in the bus viewer window to a text file.

Clear

Clears the message window of any displayed messages.

Print

Prints all bus messages in the message window to the system printer.

Close

Closes the bus viewer window.
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Help

Displays context sensitive help for the bus viewer.

Chart recorder viewer

Use the chart recorder viewer to view historical detector and alarm levels.

Chart recorder viewer button.

A chart recording for the currently selected detector may be displayed at any time by selecting 
the chart recorder viewer button on the toolbar.

A typical chart recording is shown below.

The alarm threshold level is shown in red and the detector output level is shown in black.

It can be seen from this chart trace that the detector went into alarm due to a very large 
increase in detector level.

When the chart recording is being displayed a small information window will show the time and 
levels at the mouse cursor position.

Chart recordings may be loaded from and saved to disk or printed out on the system printer.
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Diagnostics viewer

Use the diagnostics viewer to run diagnostics on any detector to verify its correct operation or 
diagnose faults.

Diagnostics viewer button.

The diagnostics viewer may be displayed at any time by clicking on the diagnostics viewer 
button on the toolbar.

Note: normal alarm operation is suspended when the diagnostics viewer is active.

Scan

Selecting Scan will make the SenseNET software look along the bus to find any attached 
detectors. Detectors that are found are placed in the diagnostics status window.

Diagnostics

Runs full  diagnostics  on the detector  currently selected in  the diagnostics  status  window. 
When no detector is selected this button will be disabled.

Read

Performs  a  detector  continuous  read  on  the  currently  selected  detector.  This  gives  a 
continuous readout of detector output and flow rates. When no detector is selected this button 
will be disabled.
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Relays

Opens the relay test screen. Each alarm and fault relay can be set individually. When no 
detector is selected this button will be disabled.

Save As

Allows the diagnostics results to be saved to a text file on disk.

Print

Prints the results of all diagnostics tests.

Close

Closes the diagnostics viewer window.

Help

Display context sensitive help for the diagnostics viewer.
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Event log viewer

Event logs for a single detector or for all detectors may be displayed in the event log viewer 
and can be saved to disk or printed out.

Event log viewer icon.

The event log viewer may be displayed at any time by selecting the event log viewer icon on 
the toolbar.

Open

Loads a previously saved event log for viewing. Filtering may be used on a file loaded from 
disk.

Save As

Saves the currently loaded event log to a disk file.

Print

Prints the currently loaded event log. When event filtering is selected only events not filtered 
out will be printed.
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Filter

Displays the event filter screen. Events may be filtered out by type. See  Event log filter for 
more information on event filtering.

Close

Closes the event log viewer window.

Help

Shows context sensitive help for the event log viewer.

Event log filter

The event log filter can be used so that only events of interest are displayed in the event log 
viewer window.

The event log filter may be displayed by selecting the 'Filter' button in the event log viewer.

Event types are displayed when their checkbox is ticked. The default state is to display all 
events.

Selecting the 'All' checkbox will enable display of all events. Selecting the 'None' checkbox will 
disable display of all events.
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Front panel display

This is a representation of the RDU display that will appear on the PC screen. This s display 
shows the current state of a detector.

Front panel button.

A front panel for the currently selected detector may be displayed at any time by selecting the 
front panel button on the toolbar.

A typical front panel is shown below.

Reset

Reset

Resets the detector that this front panel is displaying.

Isolate
The front  panel  detectors  Isolate  state  is  toggled with 
this control. The alarm viewer will display the detector as 
having  an  Isolate  fault  if  it  is  Isolated.  Note:  only 
AirSense detectors will support this feature. Any detector 
connected to a contact monitor will not support Isolation 
via the bus.

Close

Closes the front panel window.

Any  defined  location  text  is  shown  on  the  display 
beneath the detector number as can be seen from the 
display shown left.
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Histogram viewer

Use the histogram viewer to view the ClassiFire setting up the detectors alarm levels.

Histogram viewer button.

A histogram of the currently selected detector may be displayed at any time by selecting the 
chart  histogram viewer button on the toolbar.  The detector  uses the ClassiFire histogram 
shown to set its alarm levels and to monitor the efficiency of the dust separator.

A typical histogram is shown below.

The current detector analogue output level is shown as a red bar at the bottom of the display. 
As the detector output increases the red bar will move to the right side of the screen and the 
displayed percentage output will increase. This display is logarithmic and represents the actual 
output of the detector chamber.

The alarm threshold levels  are  also shown on the histogram.  They are expressed in the 
percentage of detector full-scale output. Detector sensitivity is shown calibrated in percentage 
obscuration per metre.
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Site editor

Use the site editor to configure the SenseNET system to the detector configuration at a site.

Site editor button.

The site editor can be entered at any time by selecting the site editor button.
Note: normal alarm operation is suspended when the site editor is active.

The site editor has two modes of operation; 

Simplified to allow set-up of the basic configuration needed for SenseNET. This allows setting 
detector type and function programming (if the detector supports it). 

Full. This allows access to the advanced features such as setting alarm and fault actions.

The two modes are selectable in the site editor by selecting the 'More/Less' button.

The simplified Site Editor view allows basic set-up of the system and programming of the 
device functions.

All detectors in the system must be added to the site configuration list. In addition their type 
must be specified in the drop down list near the bottom of the site editor. When the site editor 
is closed the bargraph display will be updated to show bargraphs for all defined detectors.
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Add power supply

Adds the power supply that is currently displayed onto the site map. Power supplies can only 
be added to the command module i.e. the command module must be selected in the site list 
for the power supply to be added.

Add detector

Adds the detector that is currently displayed on the site map. Detectors can be added to the 
command module directly, or added to power supplies.

Remove

Deletes the currently selected device in the site list.

Edit functions

Displays the function programmer for the currently selected device.

More>>

Shows the advanced site editor.

Help

Shows context sensitive help for the site editor.

Ok

Shuts the site editor window and updates the site configuration on disk.

Cancel

Shuts the site editor window. The site configuration on disk is not updated.
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The full view also allows setting of detector maps, alarm and fault action text and sounds, 
zone maps and selection of critical and non-critical faults.

Clicking in the appropriate position on the map preview can set the detector position on the 
display. If no map is selected then a text message is displayed on a white background.

Less<<

Shows the simplified site editor.

Faults

Displays the critical/non-critical fault set-up dialog. See ‘Critical fault set-up’ for information on 
the critical fault dialog.

Actions

Select this button to set-up action text messages and sound files for faults and alarm levels. 
See ‘Actions set-up’ for more information on how to set alarm and fault actions.

Browse

Allows selection of the map for the currently selected detector.
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Site map

Allows selection of the site map for the loop that the currently selected detector is connected 
to.

Zone set-up

Allows selection of the map for the zone that this detector is in. See ‘Zone setup’ for more 
information on how to set zone information for the detector.

Adding a new device to an existing site configuration

There are two possible methods to add a new device, such as a detector or power supply,  to 
the SenseNET site configuration. 

If no site details, such as maps, have been set up then the quickest way to add the new device 
is to select 'New site' from the 'File' menu to scan all detectors and their settings into the site 
configuration.
Note that this will  delete any existing definitions of detector and zone bitmaps and  
alarm and fault actions.

The second method,  which preserves any existing bitmaps and actions is  to perform  the 
following steps.

Enter the site editor and add the appropriate device. See ‘Site editor’ for more information 
about site configuration.

Select 'Save function settings' from the ‘File’ menu. This will then transfer the current function 
settings of the new detector to the site configuration file.

Critical fault set-up

The SenseNET system allows faults to be allocated either ‘critical’ or ‘non-critical’ status. The 
critical fault selection dialog is displayed by clicking on the 'Faults' button in the site editor. It 
allows the user to select whether individual types of faults on the currently selected detector 
are critical or non-critical.

Checking a box means 
that this fault is a critical 
fault and when it occurs 
the  critical  fault  action 
text  and sound is  used 
in the alarm viewer.

Unchecking  a  box 
means  that  the  non-
critical  fault  actions  are 
used  in  the  alarm 
viewer.

When a detector is first 
defined  all  of  its  faults 
are  set  to  be  critical 
faults by default.
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Actions set-up

The alarm and fault actions dialog is displayed by clicking on the 'Actions' button in the site 
editor. It allows the user to select the text message that is displayed and which alert sound is 
played when inputs, faults or alarms occur on the currently selected detector.

The sound file name is displayed at 
the top. A different sound file can be 
set  for  each  alarm  level  and  fault 
type.

The ‘Browse’ key allows selection of 
sound from disk. The play key allows 
the user to preview the alert sound.

The action/hazard text is displayed in 
the  alarm  viewer  window when the 
alarm or fault occurs.

The  'Bus  reset'  check  box  (not 
shown)  allows  Input  1  or  Input  2 
activation  to  send  a  general  bus 
reset to all detectors.

If the 'Save all'  checkbox is ticked then the current actions are saved to all devices of the 
same type e.g. if a detector is currently being edited then all detectors will have these sound 
files and action text set.

Which alert sounds will play when more than one event has happened?

The alert  sound that  is  played when more than one event  is  active is determined by the 
following rules:

• If the sound is defined, events occurring on a device will play the appropriate event sound 
once, as the event occurs.

• The highest priority event sound will be played at regular intervals on the highest 
numbered device with this event until the event ends e.g. the fault clears.

• An event clearing on the currently sounding device will play the next highest priority event 
sound still active. If more than one event of this type is active the highest numbered 
devices event will sound.

Event priorities are as follows. High priority events will always take precedence in sounding 
over lower priority events. If an event sound is not set then it is ignored.

Highest priority
Fire 2
Fire 1
Pre-Alarm
Aux
Fault
Input 2
Input 1

Lowest priority
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Pager

SenseNET can automatically send text messages to a pager when alarms or faults occur. 
This could be used, for example, to automatically call out an engineer when a dust separator 
needs replacing.

Communication with pagers is accomplished by using a modem to dial a central call centre 
and instructing the call centre to send a message to the pager. This is accomplished using a 
signalling protocol called the Telelocator Alphanumeric Protocol (TAP).

Some GSM phone service providers also provide the facility to send SMS messages using the 
TAP protocol.

To use paging a Hayes compatible modem must be permanently connected to a COM port on 
the PC. This COM port is additional to the one required for connection to the bus.

When  an  event  occurs  that  needs  signalling  the  paging  subsystem  will  try  to  send  the 
message until it is either sent successfully or it is cancelled. However, sending messages to a 
pager is not fully fault tolerant and so must not be used as the primary method of signalling 
alarms and/or faults.

Call centre number

Enter here the number to dial to use a PC to send pager messages via the TAP protocol. The 
local Telecomm provider will supply this number.

Password

Enter any required password here. Most systems do not require a password so this entry can 
be left blank.

Pager/GSM phone number

This is the number of the pager or GSM phone that will receive text messages. Messages can 
be sent to multiple pagers by putting in each pager number separated by a semi-colon (;) in 
this list.
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Enable paging

Checking this box will cause a message to be sent to the pager for each fault or alarm that 
occurs.

COM port

Set the COM port that the modem is attached to here. 
IMPORTANT: this COM port cannot be the same as the port set in 'Communications 
settings'.

Baud rate

Set the baud rate required by the local Telecomm provider here.

Test

Sends a test message to the pager. This can be used to check that the pager is configured 
properly.

Help

Displays context sensitive help for the pager setup dialog.
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Zone set-up

The SenseNET system can store site-maps of protected areas in which one or more devices 
are being used to protect. When an alarm occurs these maps may be viewed to show all 
detectors in a zone, helping to pinpoint the area of danger.

Close

Closes the dialog and saves the currently displayed zone map to the site configuration.

Help

Displays context sensitive help for the zone set-up dialog box.

Browse

Allows selection of the filename from the standard file open dialog.
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Setting device and zone maps

SenseNET site maps are standard Windows .bmp files that are created by a program such as 
Paint. Maps are scaled to fit the display window. Display of 24-bit bitmaps is not supported.

Individual site maps can be set for any device in the site list; command modules, detectors 
and power supplies.

Setting a device map

To set a site map for detector 24 perform the following steps.

1. Create a map in an image editor such as Paint.

2. Start SenseNET if it has not already been started.

3. Enter the site editor and select 'More>>' to display the full site editor. Note: the access 
level must set to 'Administrator' to enter the site editor.

4. Select detector 24 in the device list on the left side of the site editor. The site editor 
window may have to be scrolled to display the correct detector, depending on the number 
of devices in the site configuration.

5. Select 'Browse' and select the map file. Select 'Open' to return to the site editor screen. 
The map filename and path will now be displayed in the 'Map filename' box.

6. Click on the 'Map preview' to set the detector position on the site map.

Setting a zone map

To set a zone map for detector 24 perform the following steps.

1. Create a map in an image editor such as Paint.

2. Start SenseNET if it has not already been started.

3. Enter the site editor and select 'More>>' to display the full site editor. Note: the access 
level must set to 'Administrator' to enter the site editor.

4. Select detector 24 in the device list on the left side of the site editor. The site editor 
window may have to be scrolled to display the correct detector, depending on the number 
of devices in the site configuration.

5. Select the number of the zone for this detector in the 'Zone' list.

6. Select 'Zone setup' and select 'Browse' to select the map file. Select 'Open' to return to the 
zone viewer screen.

7. Click on the zone map to set the detector position.

8. Select 'Close' to return to the site editor.

Printing events
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SenseNET has the facility to print all faults and alarms as they occur for a permanent record of 
the site log. Selecting 'Log to printer' will send all events to the printer as they occur. The 
events are printed in a similar format to the alarm viewer window.

A hardcopy of the entire event log can be obtained by selecting 'Print' from the 'File' menu. 
This prints the entire event log that is stored on disk in the file EVENT.LOG. This file is stored 
in the SenseNET directory. The oldest event is printed first.

An example of a stored event log is given below.

Wed Jun 02 14:09:37 1999
INFORMATION: **** SenseNET startup ****
Wed Jun 02 14:09:37 1999
FAULT: Detector 002  Comms failure
Thu Jun 03 09:30:50 1999
FAULT: Detector 001  Faults: Battery
Thu Jun 03 09:32:25 1999
SECURITY: Access level change. New access level 'Administrator'
Thu Jun 03 09:34:27 1999
INFORMATION: Isolate off detector 2 by user 'Administrator'
Thu Jun 03 09:35:45 1999
FAULT: Isolate on detector 3 by user 'Administrator'
Thu Jun 03 09:32:45 1999
INFORMATION: Reset detector 1 by user 'Administrator'
Thu Jun 03 09:42:25 1999
SECURITY: Access level change. New access level 'Administrator'
Tue Jun 15 11:58:22 1999
ALARM: Detector 002  Alarms: PreAlarm    Detector 2 PreAlarm action text
Tue Jun 15 11:58:27 1999
ALARM: Detector 002  Alarms: Aux PreAlarm    Detector 2 PreAlarm action text
Tue Jun 15 11:58:30 1999
ALARM: Detector 002  Alarms: PreAlarm Fire 1    Detector 2 Fire 1 action text
Tue Jun 15 11:58:47 1999
SECURITY: Access level change. New access level 'Administrator'.
Tue Jun 15 11:58:49 1999
INFORMATION: Reset detector 0 by user 'Administrator'
Tue Jun 15 12:03:41 1999
INFORMATION: **** SenseNET shutdown ****

Printer configuration

SenseNET prints direct to the printer on LPT1: by default as it needs line printer capability (the 
ability to print single lines and for them to be displayed at once). To set up a particular printer 
to be LPT1: go to the 'Printers'  folder from the Start button and right click on the printer to be 
used.  Select  'Properties'  and  select  the  'Details'  tab  when  the  properties  dialog  box  is 
displayed. Select 'Capture printer port' and select LPT1:.

Note: the printer set to be LPT1: can be a printer on the network and does not need to be 
connected directly to the PC running the SenseNET application.
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Access levels

There are four levels of access allowed in SenseNET and these are, from lowest access to 
highest access, Read-Only, Operator, Engineer and Administrator. The access levels work so 
that a higher access level has all the privileges of the levels below it plus the unique access 
privileges for that level e.g. Engineer access has Operator and Engineer privileges.

Access levels and privileges.

Read only

No control

Operator

Histogram viewer
Chart recorder viewer
Event log viewer
Reset
Isolate
Front panel display

Engineer
All above functions plus:

Diagnostics
Communication settings
Bus viewer
Function programmer
Exit program

Administrator
All above functions plus:

Save functions to disk
Restore functions from disk
Site configuration editor
File open
New site
Set language
Toggle log to printer
Email setup
Pager setup
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Setting up the communications

SenseNET  allows  up  to  8  loops  to  be  managed  simultaneously,  each  with  127  devices 
attached. These loops may be local (connected to COM ports on the PC running SenseNET) 
or remote (accessed through a network connection).

 

The  communication 
settings  dialog  box 
for  a  local  port  is 
shown left.

The loop drop down 
box selects  the loop 
which  is  being 
configured.  The 
actual  number  of 
loops  being  used  is 
set  in  the  box 
marked  ‘Number  of 
loops’.  This  is 
currently set to use a 
single loop.

The ‘Buffer sizes’ set input and output buffers and are not usually used.

‘Port type’ is set to COM port and COM1 is selected in the ‘Port’. This means that this loop is a 
local port.

‘CTS enabled’ should only be checked when connected to Command Modules.

‘Monitor from network’ should be checked if this PC is to be monitored by a remote PC also 
running SenseNET.
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Port types ‘Network monitor’ and ‘Network control’ allow this PC to monitor or control a remote 
PC running SenseNET or a Micro Serial Server (MSS). When a remote port of one of these 
types is selected the the ‘Port’ area changes as shown below.

‘Computer/address’  is 
set  to  either  the 
computer  name  or  IP 
address of the remote 
PC  or  MSS.  In  this 
example it is set to IP 
address 200.20.1.90.

‘Loop’  is  set  to  the 
loop  to  be  monitored 
on  the  remote  PC,  in 
this  case  loop  1.  If 
monitoring a MSS unit 
‘Loop’  should  always 
be set to 1.

For a detailed example of setting up local and remote communications using multiple 
PCs see Application Note 006 – Networking SenseNET.

Port  type  ‘VESDA 
HLI’ allow SenseNET 
to  monitor  a  Vesda 
Net  network  using 
the Vesda Open HLI 
(model  VHX-0300). 
When  a port  of  one 
of  this  type  is 
selected  the  the 
‘Port’  area  changes 
as shown left.

For  a  detailed 
example of using a 
Vesda  Open  HLI 
see  Application 
Note 015.
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